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Abstract: Mathematical model simulating the operation of DC electric drive hoisting mechanism has
been developed. The study illustrates the capabilities of the developed model for investigation both
normal and abnormal modes of operation of the converter and the supplying voltage. Large attention
was given to the thyristor converter and its firing system so that fast-proceed micro-processes
occurring in the converter can be simulated with a high degree of accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
Although AC electric drives with frequency
converters are used widely in practice more than DC
drives, some well-known leading crane building
companies still use DC electric drives in their
constructions. It is known that hoisting drives should be
capable of power regeneration in some essential modes
like lowering cargoes and speed reduction at lifting.
Therefore it is necessary to design a power electronic
circuit (converter) so that the power regeneration could
be achieved.
From this point of view, the dual converter used in
DC electric drives appears to be more simple and
cheaper than the converter used in AC drives which in
addition to the converter used in DC drive comprises a
DC link (filter) and an inverter.
MODEL STRUCTURE
The developed hoisting electric drive mathematical
model takes into account the following elements:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Three-phase voltage supply;
Step-down transformer;
Dual thirstier six-pulse converter;
Firing system;
DC separately-excited motor;
Armature current control loop with PI regulator;
Motor speed control loops with PI regulator;
Three-phase half-wave controlled rectifier;
Field current control loop with PI regulator;
Hoisting mechanism: reduction gearbox, drum,
hoisting ropes (with a given elasticity) and cargo.

converter and the supplying voltage and estimate their
degree of danger. These like:
*

*
*

Models of different abnormal modes with the
ability of choosing its type, mode of operation and
stating the time;
Calculations of the rms (root-mean-square) value
of the armature current during any time interval;
Calculation of the thermal parameter ∫i2 (t) dt.
DEMONSTRATION OF THE MODEL’S
ABILITIES

a) Converter operation in normal modes:
Assuming the three-phase fully-controlled bridge
to be connected to a 525V, 50Hz supply, different types
of loads can be connected to the rectifier output
terminals. The shape of load voltage waveforms
depends on the value of the firing delay angle α and the
lead character: pure resistances (R), resistive-inductive
(R-L) or resistive-inductive with induced electromotive
force (R-L+EMF). It is obvious that the current
waveforms are similar in shape to the voltage
waveforms and are in-phase if the load is pure resistive,
hence no negative voltage can appear across the load.
Varying α from 0° to 60° the load current will be
continuous, if α exceeds 60° the load current will be
discontinuous and some voltage pauses will appear
across the load. The maximum value αmax is 120°, at
which the mean load voltage equals 0V.
We will focus on the R-L and R-L+EMF loads
(motors), as these loads are widely used in practice.
Here are some cases:

In addition to the above mentioned basic elements
1) α= 60°; Rd= 35Ohm; Ld= 0,2 H.
of the model, some auxiliary blocks are used in order to
Where, Rd, Ld - the load resistance and inductance,
simulate different types of abnormal modes of the
respectively.
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Fig. 1: Load Voltage and Current Waveform for case
a.1
Fig. 4: Motor Current and Speed Diagram for Lowering
Cargo

Fig. 2: Load Voltage and Current Waveform for Case
a.2

Fig. 3: Motor Current and Speed Diagram for Lifting
Cargo
The load voltage (Vcon) and current (i) waveforms
for this case are shown in Fig. 1.
2) α= 87°; Rd= 35Ohm; Ld= 0,2 H. The load voltage
(Vcon) and current (i) waveforms for this case are shown
in Fig. 2. It is seen that the load current falls in value
very closed to zero. This means that the current is at its
border value Ib between the continuous and
discontinuous zones.
In this case the load-current boarder mean value Ib
between the discontinuous and continuous current zone
can be calculated using the following equation:

Ib =

Vd0 ⋅sinα  π
π )-1 
⋅1− ⋅(tan m

2π ⋅f ⋅Ld  m

(1)

Fig. 5: Load Voltage and Current Waveform for Case
b.1

Fig. 6: Load Voltage and Current Waveform for Case
b.2
The load current average value can be calculated in
the developmental model using calculated as follows:
2π

Iav =

1
⋅ i(t)dt
2π ∫0

(2)

For the current waveform shown in Fig. 2 we
get Iav=1, 0482A, which coincides with the value
calculated using equation 1 and confirms the adequacy
of the developed model function.
3) The starting process of a DC separately-excited
motor, connected to the converter’s terminals. The
motor is used in a hoisting mechanism. PI armature
current and speed regulators are used in the motor
control system. The armature current and motor speed
diagrams for lifting and lowering the rated cargo are
shown in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively.

3VLmax
⋅ cosα - the maximum converter’s
π
mean voltage value, which occurs at α=0°.
Vlmax-the maximum input line voltage. (In our case
VLmax=525. √2 = 742,5V);
b) Converter operation in abnormal modes:
f =50Hz - the supplying voltage frequency;
Assuming the three-phase fully-controlled bridge to be
m=6 - the number of converter voltage pulses.
connected to the same supply given in (a), some real
Substituting in equation 1 we get Ib=1, 048А.
frequently-occurring abnormal modes of the converter
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and the source will be simulated, these like: thirstier
damage, equivalent to infinite resistance in both
directions and voltage source phase-failure. Here are
some cases:
1.

2.

α= 60°; Rd= 35Ohm; Ld= 0,2 H. thyristor-damage
will occur at the moment t=20ms. The load voltage
(Vcon) and current (i) waveforms for this case are
shown in Fig. 5.
α= 60°; Rd= 35Ohm; Ld= 0,2 H. A voltage-supply
phase-failure will occur at the moment t=20ms.
The load voltage (Vcon) and current (i) waveforms
for this case are shown in Fig. 6. It's seen that the
number of the voltage pulses will become 4 instead
of six, this is because the model takes into account
the real function of the firing system. In this case
the absence of one phase will exclude two
Thyristors in the same arm from the bridge
circuit referring it into a bi-phase fully-controlled
rectifier bridge.
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CONCLUSION
As has been shown above, a mathematical model
of 4-quadrant DC electric drive with 6-pulse dual
converter has been developed. The model can be used
for simulation of both normal and abnormal modes of
the converter and the voltage supply. The model also
takes into account the operation of the firing system, the
real characteristics of the powerful semi-conducting
devices, the elements of the closed-loop control system
and the elasticity of the mechanical elements of the
mechanism. The model can be very useful in
determining the parameters of the protective devices of
the converter.
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